
 

Abstract—This study of 228 subordinates, 57 supervisors 

from five-star hotels demonstrated that transformational 

leadership has positive effect on leader-member exchange 

(LMX) , team-member exchange (TMX) and helping behavior. 

LMX and TMX partially mediated the relationship between 

transformational leadership and helping behavior. 

Implications for theory and practice are discussed and further 

research directions are offered. 

 

Index Terms—Transformational leadership, leader-member 

exchange, team-member exchange, helping behavior. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, numerous previous studies have verified the 

positive effects of transformational leadership on follower‟s 

attitude, behaviors and performance [1]-[3]. Its effectiveness 

could be explained through the influence on follower‟s 

cognition, interpersonal relationship quality and cognition 

about the working environment and job. 

Despite many researchers demonstrated the effectiveness 

of transformational leadership, rare studies explored how 

and why transformational leadership influences the behavior 

of followers through the quality of interpersonal relationship. 

Nowadays, few studies have examined the influence of 

transformational leadership on follower‟s one-to-one 

interpersonal relationship quality, such as leader-member 

exchange [4]. But the influence on follower‟s one-to-all 

interpersonal relationship quality such as team-member 

exchange hasn‟t been examined.  

Accordingly, this study extends previous researches in 

this way. It employs social exchange theory [5], [6] and 

social learning theory [7] to explain how and why 

transformational leadership could influence followers‟ 

helping behavior toward coworkers through the quality of 

interpersonal relationships. Therefore, LMX and TXM 

function as the mediating roles, and follower‟s helping 

behavior toward coworkers has been regarded as the 

outcome because it illustrates the social exchange among 

group members [8]. 

 

II. THEORY AND HYPOTHESIS 

Possakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman, & Feeter [9] argued 

that leader could offer basic values, beliefs and attitudes to 

their followers and make them align with organization 
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collective interests. Transformational leadership has been 

defined from six dimensions. To articulate vision of 

organization‟s future; To act as a role model consistent with 

that vision; To express high performance expectation to 

their subordinates; To convince their subordinates of heir 

group goals; To provide individual support and intellectual 

stimulation [4]. 

Helping behavior involves voluntarily helping others with, 

or preventing the occurrence of, work-related problems. It 

includes OCB dimensions of Organ‟s (altruism, courtesy, 

peacemaking, and cheerleading) and OCB-I of Williams & 

Anderson [10]-[12]. 

A. Transformational Leadership and Helping Behavior 

Transformational leader enhance the follower‟s 

confidence by expressing their high expectations; cultivate 

followers‟ capabilities via offering constructive feedback 

and advices for their development; encourage followers to 

apply new methods to solve the working problems; reward 

followers by praising their working skills and performance. 

Such behaviors make the followers realize the 

transformational leader‟s caring and support which tighten 

their bond of affection. In terms of social learning theory [7], 

transformational leader act as role model for the followers 

to learn and imitate. Likewise, the followers would mimic 

these behaviors and help the other group members. In 

addition, from the perspective of social exchange theory and 

norm of reciprocity [5], [6], followers may help other group 

members achieve group goal, as reciprocity for 

transformational leader‟s support. 

Transformational leadership also transmits to the 

followers the group identity by expressing the honor of 

group‟s achievement and inspires followers to accept the 

vision and collective goals by articulating an attractive 

picture of the group‟s future. These behaviors could help 

followers understand the vision of organization and share 

common interests. Thus, it‟s reasonable to predict that 

transformational leader can strengthen the cohesion of 

group and make followers demonstrate more extra-role 

behaviors, such as helping coworkers. Scholars also found 

transformational leader has positive effect on follower‟s 

helping behavior toward team members [13], [14]. Hence, 

we predict: 

Hypothesis 1): Transformational leadership is positively 

related to follower‟s helping behavior toward coworkers. 

B. Transformational Leadership, LMX and TMX 

Scholars argued that different behaviors of 

transformational leadership have influence on different 

aspects of followers‟ self-concept, especially, 

transformational leadership process are most relevant on 

collective identity [15] and relational identity [3]. 
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Relationship identity derived from dyadic connection and 

role relationship with significant others. At this level 

follower‟s behaviors are driven by self-interest as well as 

specific other‟s interest, and self-worth is comes from 

appropriate role behaviors. Besides, follower who adopts a 

relation identity will rely on the norm or reciprocity to 

facilitate their exchange [6] and prefers reciprocal exchange 

with the ones who are in the role relationship [16], [17]. 

Collective identity makes follower define himself/herself by 

social group memberships, where favorable intergroup 

comparisons give rise to self-worth. At this level, follower‟s 

behaviors are motivated by group interest which they belong 

and preferred generalized exchange with the other group 

members [16], [17]. 

Transformational leadership will develop follower‟s 

relational identity by interpersonal interaction ways [3], [18], 

such that communicating high expectations, follower 

development, intellectual stimulation, and personal 

recognition. The series behaviors of caring and support from 

transformational leader enable follower relational identify 

such leader and reciprocate the leader through work hard, 

show trust and respect to leader. Consequently, high quality 

relationships between leader and follower emerge. The 

empirical research of Wang et al. [4] also supports the 

argument. Thus, we hypothesize: 

Hypothesis 2a): Transformational leadership is positively 

related to LMX. 

When transformational leader demonstrates that 

emphasizing group identity, articulating group vision, and 

team-building to the followers. The followers‟ self-concept 

has been changed from personal to collective and the 

definition shift from “I” to “We”. Consequently, followers 

accept the group values norms and goals. Meanwhile, group 

interest and success have been regard as self-interest and 

personal success by followers. These make followers have 

common interest and shared values, and facilitate them help 

the other coworkers in the work, offer constructive feedback 

and improving advices, trust and respect other coworkers 

working abilities [19]. In turn, the other coworkers are 

willing to reciprocate the same to group members. These 

series of social exchange among followers represent the 

characteristics of generalized exchange [17]. Generalized 

exchange is one of critical characteristics of TMX which 

patterns of reciprocation develop across a group of 

followers [20]. Therefore, we proposed that 

transformational leadership could help follower build 

collective identity, meanwhile, this identity make follower 

develop high quality relationships with the other coworkers. 

Hypothesis 2b): Transformational leadership is positively 

related to TMX. 

C. Mediating Roles of LMX and TMX 

LMX and TMX represent the social exchange and 

reciprocity among group members [19], [21]. It includes the 

exchange of intrinsic benefit such as acceptance, trust, and 

external benefit such as advice and assistance [5]. And one 

who has received these could follow the norms of 

reciprocity and do the favor as payback [6]. Therefore, 

when the follower has high quality relationship with the 

leader and coworkers, he/she will more helping behaviors in 

order to maintain the relationship. In addition, empirical 

researches also provide the support on the positive influence 

of LMX and TMX on follower‟s helping behavior toward 

coworkers [13], [22]. In sum, we proposed that LMX and 

TMX, plays as the mediating role between transformational 

leadership and helping behavior. We hypothesize: 

Hypothesis 3a): LMX mediates the relationship between 

transformational leadership and helping behavior toward 

coworkers. 

Hypothesis 3b): TMX mediates the relationship between 

transformational leadership and helping behavior toward 

coworkers. 

 

III. SAMPLE AND PROCEDURE 

The dyadic data used to test our hypothesis have been 

collected from five-star hotels in south China. The 

supervisor evaluates the helping behavior of the 

subordinates. The subordinates evaluate transformational 

leadership of the supervisor, and relationship quality with 

the supervisor and coworkers. 

After deleting individuals with missing information and 

the ones who fail in finishing the whole survey, we got final 

usable samples include 57 supervisors and 228 followers 

(average group size is 4). In the sample of 57 supervisors, 

71 percent were male, mean age was 30.6 years, and mean 

organizational tenure was 7 years. Among the new 

employees, 52 percent were male, mean age was 22.3 years. 

Over 84 percent held college diploma or higher degree. 

 

IV. MEASURES 

We used Likert-type scales to assess all items. Response 

of other scales ranging from 1 “strongly disagree” to 5 

“strongly agree”. Except transformational leadership scale, 

the other original scales are all of English version; they were 

translated into Chinese from English following the standard 

translation and back-translation procedures [23]. 

Transformational leadership style was assessed by 23 items 

adopted from Chen & Farh scale [24]. It has been validated 

in previous studies, such as Wang et al [4]. Leader-member 

exchange was used the LMX-MDM [25] to measure leader-

member exchange. Sample item is “My supervisor is kind of 

person one who would like have as a friend.” Team-member 

exchange was measured with 10 items from Seers, Petty, & 

Cashman [19]. Sample item is “Other members of team 

understand my problems and needs”. Helping behaviors was 

measured with 6 items from Williams and Anderson‟s [12]. 

Sample item is” He/She helps others who have been 

absent.” 

 

V. RESULTS 

A. Confirmatory Factor Analysis 

We used LISREL 8.70 [26] to conduct confirmatory 

factor analyses. To form the measurement models, we 

randomly created three indicators of items each for TMX 

and helping behavior. For transformational leadership, we 

used six dimensions as its indicators. LMX also be used 

four dimensions as its indicators. The hypothesized four-

factor model consisting of four factors (transformational 
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leadership, LMX, TMX, helping behavior) fit the data well. 

We compared the hypothesized four-factor model with other 

alternative measurement modes. From Table I, the results 

showed evidence of the construct distinctiveness and 

revealed that the same source variance didn‟t impact 

measure validity. 

 
TABLE I: COMPARISON OF MEASUREMENT MODELS 

 
Model 1: LMX and TMX were combined into one factor;  

Model 2: LMX, TMX and helping behavior were combined together; 

* P<0.05; ** P<0.01 

 

B. Hypothesis Tests 

Table II presents the means, standard deviations, 

correlations and reliabilities for all of the variables. In line 

with our hypothesis, transformational leadership is 

positively related to LMX, TMX and helping behavior, 

LMX and TMX are positively related to helping behavior 

respectively. 

 
TABLE II: MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND INTERCORRELATIONS 

AMONG VARIABLES 

 
*P<0.05, **P<0.01. N= 228; reliability coefficients for the scales are in 

parentheses along the diagonal. 

 

Table III shows the comparison of model fitness among 

baseline model, nested model and alternative model. Model 

1 is baseline model, representing a full mediating model. 

We specified paths from transformational leadership to 

LXM and TMX, and also specified the paths from LXM and 

TMX to helping behavior. Against the baseline model, we 

tested one nested models. In model 2, we added a directed 

path from transformational leadership to helping behavior. 

Model 1 is nested within models 2. As Table III shows, the 

differences between chi-square were significant for model 1 

compared with model 2. The results indicated that model 2 

fitted the data best. Model 3, 4 are alternative models that 

are not nested within the above two models. We added the 

alternative models to assess the effects of changing 

construct ordering. Model 3, 4 are not fit the data.  

From Table III and Fig. 1, the results of structure 

equation modelling analysis reveal that transformational 

leadership has positive effect on LMX and TMX. LMX and 

TMX positive associate with helping behavior respectively. 

Meanwhile, LMX and TMX partially mediated the 

relationship between transformational leadership and 

helping behavior. 

 
TABLE III: COMPARISON OF STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODELS 

 
a. Baseline model; TFL= transformational leadership; TMX= team-

member exchange; LMX= leader-member exchange; HB= helping 

behavior; “” model path; ** P<0.01. 

 

 
* P<0.05; ** P<0.01 

 

Fig. 1. Results of structural equation modeling on the mediating effect.  

 

VI. DISCUSSION 

This study examined models linking of transformational 

leader to helping behavior by using LMX and TMX as two 

mediators. The results showed that LMX and TMX partially 

mediated the relationship between transformational 

leadership and helping behavior. The conclusion reveals that 

the effectiveness of transformational leadership on the 

behavior of followers through the quality of interpersonal 

relationship. It suggests that transformational leader is best 

candidate as agent of organization, beside, managers can be 

trained to develop this kind of leadership style. LMX and 

TMX as two core interpersonal relationships, and build high 

quality relationship among group members is one of 

effective way to enhance contextual performance. Thus, 

organization and managers should via some ways, such as 

giving the sense and significance of followers‟ work, caring 

the benefits of the followers. It can help group members 

identify with their organization and managers and enhance 

their relationship quality with other group members and 

supervisors. 

This study was conducted within single industry of 

hospitality in the context of Chinese culture. Further 

researches should extend these findings to other industries 

in order to enhance its generalizability. Additionally, this 

study didn‟t take into consideration of the influence of 

individual characteristics, such as reciprocity belief. Thus, a 

further extension of our model is to include follower‟s 

character and examine whether it could influence the social 

exchange of followers 
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